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The Last CowboyAll Work And No Play Makes Finn A Dull
Cowboy Since His Divorce, Finn O Roarke Has Put All Of His
Time Into His Seattle Based Microbrewery, Unaware That Back
In Wyoming, His Foster Parents Are On The Verge Of Ruin
Now Finn And His Foster Brothers Are Trying To Save
Thunder Mountain Ranch And Only One Woman Can Help
Them Turn It All AroundMarketing Guru Chelsea Trask Has
Had A Thing For The Gorgeous Brewer For Ages When They
Work Together At Thunder Mountain Ranch, However, She
Starts To See Finn S Cowboy Side And It S Irresistibly Hot
Best Of All, The Attraction That S Been Sizzling Beneath The
Surface Has Erupted In Some Very Sexy SituationsBut Is
Chelsea Falling For The Real Finnor For The Cowboy He Used
To Be Books, Coffee PassionIn book 3 of Thunder Mountain
Brotherhood series, we finally get Finn s story I was waiting,
rather impatient, for his story since Vicki Lewis Thompson
introduced Finn in book 1 And I wasn t disappointed.Finn and
Chelsea have been attracted to each other for years But Finn
is definitely all work and no play He s a highly driven business
owner and his background story, along with his divorce,
explains why he works hard to keep his dream, his brewery,
successful He is fiercely loyal to his family, stunningly sexy
especially with his cowboy hat on and he has a heart of gold
Easy to fall in love with Finn, right Chelsea is definitely my
favorite character in this series She is refreshingly honest with
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who she is and what she wants She is, like Finn, a highly
driven business owner with a huge talent in marketing but she
also knows how to balance perfectly her busy moments and
her fun moments I love how she walks, dresses, teases Finn
and how she becomes fiercely loyal to Finn s family even
before she met them Hard not to fall in love with Chelsea So,
they travel together to the Last Chance Ranch to to raise
money to save Thunder Mountain Ranch, and then they
continue their trip towards Thunder Mountain Ranch where
Chelsea meets Finn s family and his brotherhood.Even though
Finn fights his attraction to Chelsea from the first moment they
meet, Chelsea does t fight it at all She teases Finn and never
hides her feelings for him Except when he was married But this
trip, along with a few years of buildup, brings them closer and
closer until Finn finally can t fight it any And it s a perfect,
steamy, hot roller coaster with this two.Pure romance in a
memorable series about loyalty, family, passion and love. ARC
received for reviewI liked this one but not as much as the first
two, and it was left open for future books with other foster
brothers Finn and Chelsea were like fireworks once they
hooked up It just a same it took five years to get there The
middle part dragged some Stop saying the same thing twenty
different ways, we got it the first time. Autry s review posted at
Guilty Pleasures Book ReviewsRolling like Thunder is the last
installment in the Thunder Mountain Brotherhood Series written
by Vicki Lewis Thompson In Rolling like Thunder the final
brotherhood member is brought to his knees by a little spitfire
with lavender hair Finn O Roarke is a quiet, hard working man
who prefers to be behind the bar and in the brewery rather than
out front making noise Finn has worked hard to see his dreams
come to life and he knows that wouldn t have happened
without the help from Chelsea Denying the attraction brewing
between the two for many years and now he s forced to reach
out and ask for her help again Chelsea Trask is a genius when
it comes to find a way to help generate funding through
campaigns She has worked long hard hours to provide the
right research and materials to her customers and one
customer is very close to her heart When she sees the chance
to reach out and help Finn and his family, she jumps on the
chance While the two are off and running with the campaign,
their emotions are running as well.Finn and Chelsea have been
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dancing around each other for years through thick and thin the
attraction has not diminished in the least The two characters
and very down to earth, and I could easily picture them
together in real life, the chemistry was great and yet they dialed
it down for Rosie Chelsea is such a little spitfire she enjoys life
to the fullest and doesn t know a stranger Her work hard play
hard theory was tested many times throughout the novel It was
easy to see where her heart was but Finn had the potential to
crush it I enjoyed Rolling like Thunder the most out of all three
books, because I felt Ms.Thompson went into detail with Finn s
background I was feeling anger over certain aspects in his life
and then happiness for how he overcame and continues to
strive for things in life I felt hope and joy for everyone involved,
but the plot had a twist I never saw coming Even with the twist
and turns, this was the best book from the Thunder Mountain
Brotherhood Series, a great ending to a hard fought battle from
a family full of cowboys and the women they love Review copy
provided for an honest review. This was a fantastic return to
Thunder Mountain Ranch Thompson takes readers on a
chemistry filled, hope inducing ride that travels from Seattle
through Wyoming I loved the way that she painted the scenery
for me along the way I felt as if I d really been there alongside
the characters This story was so filled with hope that I couldn t
help but smile throughout I also enjoyed the chance to take a
short trip back to Last Chance before hitting Thunder Mountain
The way these two series tie together is fantastic Thompson
had me crossing my fingers for the Thunder Mountain Ranch
by the end of this one I was hoping for a miracle right alongside
the characters Chelsea Finn s banter was so real fun You can
really get up close and personal with them through it The
simultaneously relaxed yet strained manner in which they
interact speaks volumes Finn s inability to see reason what
was right in front of him was difficult at times, but we got to see
him come to grips with the ways he could balance work with life
I enjoyed reacquainting myself with the other characters in the
series Thompson doesn t go in depth with their development
here, relying on past novels But don t worry if you haven t read
the rest of the series, this can still be read as a standalone
Same goes from the Chances that we encounter And I, for one,
definitely need to experience a Jack Chance dance lesson This
was another hot heartfelt novel from Thompson I love her look
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at ranch life at family, whether nuclear, extended, or
bonded.Please note that I received a complimentary copy of
this work in exchange for an honest review.
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